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INTRODUCTION

Plantations are once again expanding across the global South, enabled by the
argument that land is ‘under-utilized’. As such, it should be removed from
its current users, and placed in the hands of corporations that can use it more
efficiently, generating profits alongside ‘development’ (Deninger, 2011; Li,
2014). The colonial version of this argument focused on labour: lazy natives
had vast, untapped resources of time that they failed to put to efficient use.
Hence coercion was needed to generate revenue and profits, and to bring
about the ‘improvement’ of the natives themselves. The difference is one of
emphasis: arguments about wasted land were also made in colonial times,
and the ‘myth of the lazy native’ (Alatas, 1977) is alive and well today.
These arguments are powerful. Entire regimes of land grabbing, coerced
labour and viciously high rates of extraction have been justified in these
terms.
Jan Breman’s book examines a particularly vicious regime of coerced
labour that was installed in the Priangan (also known as the Sunda highlands)
on the Indonesian island of Java in 1725 and sustained for almost two
centuries, dedicated to the production of coffee. The scale was enormous:
Priangan coffee was a key source of revenue for the Dutch East Indies
Company (VOC), and for the successor colonial regime. Already in 1823,
before the start of the infamous Cultivation System of forced export crop
production (1830–70), coerced coffee mainly from the Priangan provided 77
per cent of Netherlands East Indies export revenue (Kano, 2008: 35). Coffee
furnished 88 per cent of official profits from the sale of produce in the 1840s,
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while sugar continued to make a loss (Clarence-Smith, 1994: 241; Elson,
1994: 99, 304). In 1836, 65 per cent of all households in the Priangan (West
Java), and 38 per cent of all households in Java were assigned to the forced
cultivation of coffee, four times as many people as were forced to grow
sugar (Clarence-Smith, 1994: 241; Fernando, 2003: 171). The government
abolished forced sugar production in 1870, but coffee in that year still
provided a third of public revenue, and it was not until 1917 that farmers
in the Priangan were finally released from compulsory quotas (ClarenceSmith, 1994: 245). The numbers alone indicate that coffee in general, and
the Priangan in particular, deserve far more scholarly attention than they
have received until now.
In writing the agrarian history of the Priangan, Breman’s aim is straightforward: ‘to establish how labour and land were mobilized, why forced
cultivation became the mode of surplus extraction and what impact this brutal system of taxation had on the economy and society’ (p. 12). To answer
the ‘how’ question, he explores the different mechanisms of mobilization as
they shifted over time. The ‘why’ question might seem to be a simple one:
colonial authorities were convinced that lazy natives had to be coerced. But
in other parts of Java, these same authorities acknowledged that natives were
highly responsive to incentives: if they were well paid for their coffee, they
planted it on their own. So the level and persistence of coercion in the Priangan is still a puzzle that needs to be addressed. Assessment of the impact
of forced cultivation is the core of Breman’s polemical point. He is outraged
by what he sees as revisionist histories that whitewash colonial greed and
abuse and suggests that the harms done were balanced by improvements in
native well-being.
The book is a major achievement, the culmination of four decades of
dedicated archival research by Breman and two colleagues, Wim Hendrix
and the late Jacques van Doorn. Together, these three scholars have shone a
bright light on a place, a period and a set of practices that colonial officials of
the time preferred to shroud in secrecy and vagueness. Scholarly treatments
have also been sparse. Only Hoadley (1983, 1994) examines the Priangan
directly. An informative review of forced coffee cultivation in colonial Java
refers to the Priangan prior to 1874 as ‘a special problem’, a zone of exception
in which coffee prices were ‘below the standard level’, no land taxes were
collected, but ‘special taxes were due to the local nobility, the amount of
which is not known’ (Clarence-Smith, 1994: 246). Now, thanks to Breman’s
work, the blank space of the Priangan has been filled.
We begin our review with a summary of the book’s main findings. Then
we follow some seams of inquiry Breman opens up but does not subject to
sustained attention. Indeed, the book is light on theorization, and confines
its direct engagement with the work of scholars writing on issues of unfree
labour, colonial economies and modes of extraction to an epilogue. Like
Elson’s magnum opus on the Cultivation System, the book is rigidly Javacentric (Elson, 1994; Knight, 1996). Breman does not situate the material
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comparatively, which is surprising in view of his own rich contribution to
our understanding of unfree labour regimes in India and colonial Sumatra
(Breman, 1985, 1989). The book is therefore a treasure trove of data that
will stimulate further analysis and comparative reflection, a task which we
can barely begin.

SUMMARY

In his earlier work, Breman argued that the ‘village system’ on Java was
a nineteenth-century invention rather than an age-old institution as claimed
by the Dutch (Breman, 1982; see also the pioneering work of Onghokham,
1975). In this book, he tackles a similar task, as he wishes to contest the
prevailing view that the colonial state made ‘clever use of [existing] native
institutions, customs and values’ and ‘relied on the traditional servitude of
the peasants to their lords’ to produce more and more coffee in the Priangan
(p. 357). Instead, he argues that it was the colonial policies of sedentarization,
territorialization and hierarchization that created the strong native aristocracy
used to enforce coffee cultivation. A particularly important source for his
argument is a report prepared by Otto van Rees in 1867, which reconstructed
the role of the VOC and the Dutch in creating the so-called Priangan System.
Van Rees’ purpose was to demonstrate that the aristocracy did not have a
historic right to the despotic powers they had come to wield, and which the
Dutch authorities had resolved to curb. Breman’s purpose is to demonstrate
Dutch responsibility for the abusive monster they had created.
In Chapters 1 and 2, Breman explains that the administrative organization
of the Priangan under the VOC (1602–1799) on a territorial basis had a
profound effect on the relation between lords and peasants. A footloose
peasantry characterized the Priangan, a frontier region. Now assigned an
area of jurisdiction, higher and lower-ranking chiefs were no longer rivals in
the struggle for power. Peasants were pinned in place, and lost their capacity
to ‘negotiate the terms of their servitude’ (p. 54). Company support enabled
the gentry to sedentarize the population, subject them to corvée services,
and lay claim to a share of the expanded food production. Following Eric
Wolf (1982), Breman characterizes the system put in place by the Company
as a ‘tributary mode of colonial production’, one in which the ‘mobilization
of agrarian and other forms of labour uses political rather than economic
means’ (p. 58). Under this system, the native chiefs tied peasants’ access to
land to their willingness to fulfil the colonial obligations to grow and supply
prescribed crops. Peasants were forced to meet ever-expanding production
quotas, and to accept the price the Company decided to pay, or whatever
was left of it after the chiefs had deducted their own share (p. 72).
At the end of the eighteenth century, corruption and inefficiency brought
the Company into economic decline and the Netherlands East Indies became a colony of the Dutch Crown. In Chapters 3 and 4, Breman argues
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that the series of reforms introduced in the early nineteenth century did not
change the coercive system put in place in the Priangan by the VOC. Both
Daendels (Governor General from 1808 to 1811), and the self-described liberal Raffles, who ruled during the British interregnum (1811–16), exempted
the Priangan from the reforms they implemented elsewhere. ‘Almost every
reform stalled at the Priangan border’, making the Priangan ‘an enclave
within the colonial domain’ (p. 128). Daendels’ Priangan Ruling actually
intensified and extended compulsory work, recognized the clergy as a key
actor in imposing agrarian discipline on the population (p. 112), and sealed
off the region by banning travel in and out of the Priangan (p. 121).
Raffles’ Memorandum introduced a system of taxation based on land,
called ‘the land rent’ on the assumption that land was state-owned (p. 123).
He understood the system as both a liberalization of production (peasants
could meet their land rent obligation as they chose), and as a form of democratization, as the role of the aristocracy in tax collection was replaced by that
of (supposedly) elected village headmen. Yet Raffles decided not to apply
his Memorandum of 1814 to the Priangan, maintaining instead the existing
‘system of vassalage and forced deliveries’ (p. 126). Priangan highlanders
had to continue delivering coffee to the government, and the authority of
the Priangan regents was unchanged. After the British interregnum ended,
the Dutch maintained the land tax in the rest of Java, and deregulated coffee
everywhere except the Priangan.
From 1830 to 1870, the Dutch put in place the so-called Cultivation
System. In Chapters 5 and 6, Breman shows how that system both built upon
the coercive regime the VOC had installed in the Priangan, and adapted it
in important ways. The Cultivation System made some use of native chiefs,
but it placed them more firmly under the supervision of European superiors,
which significantly restricted their freedom of operation (p. 200). The village
structure became the focal point for distributing the burden of growing export
crops (p. 212). Once again, these shifts did not apply to the Priangan, where
the native chiefs continued to be the sole authority and village institutions
were weak. Dutch supervision in the Priangan was milder as only a handful
of European officials and coffee controleurs were present. Yet the level
of extraction from the Priangan actually increased. The Somahan ruling of
1839 made nuclear households (somah) the unit that was obliged to supply
labour. Previously, the burden was held by the cacah, a composite peasant
household comprising the landowner and dependent sharecroppers and farm
servants (p. 235). The effect of the ruling was to intensify work obligations,
and spread them more widely (but still not equally) across the population.
In Chapters 7 and 8, Breman describes the slow collapse of the Priangan
system after its peak in 1855, as ever more intense pressure to mobilize both
land and labour resulted in less and less coffee (pp. 245, 252). He argues
that the Cultivation System declined not as a result of external factors, such
as the lobby of liberal politicians and businessmen, but ‘from the inside
and from the bottom up’ (p. 363). He rejects the claim of scholars such
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as Fasseur, Van Niel and Elson that peasants accepted the heavy labour
burden imposed on them. From VOC times onward, he argues, agrarian
unrest was endemic. The purported docility of Sundanese peasants was
achieved through violent repression conducted by native chiefs, who used
local strongmen (jago) to intimidate and coerce them into fulfilling their
tributary obligations. Recalcitrant peasants were caned, lashed and placed
in stocks (pp. 362–3). Violence prevented collective action, but ‘everyday’
forms of resistance such as sabotage, collusion and deceit were widespread
(pp. 269–70, 290). The system of forced cultivation ultimately foundered
because ‘[the] army of conscripted labour in the Sunda highlands was no
longer prepared to do what was mercilessly required of them, to deliver an
ever-increasing volume of coffee beans’ (p. 363).
The end of the Priangan system came in 1870 with two reforms that did not
change the bullying powers of the native chiefs and religious officials, but
changed peasant access to the means of production. First, the Priangan was finally brought into the land tax system. Release from coerced labour increased
the value of land and encouraged commercial production. The result was to
deepen a longstanding process of land concentration as indebted peasant
households lost their land to chiefs and headmen, who were better placed
to accumulate (pp. 315–16). Second, the Agrarian law of 1870 restricted
access to waste land so that large areas of land could be leased to European
entrepreneurs. Denying villagers access to uncultivated land was the final
blow to the Sundanese peasantry. It meant that a floating mass of proletarianized peasants and coolies became available to work in private enterprises.
If peasants were freed from forced labour, they were now forced to turn to
low wages and irregular employment in the large European estates, mostly
growing tea. Private estates in the Priangan expanded massively, from 2,400
ha in 1870 to 220,000 ha in 1926 (p. 337), demonstrating the mutability of
the agrarian formation as one form of labour mobilization morphed rather
seamlessly into another.

HOW WAS LABOUR COERCED?

At this point we want to return to the Priangan circa 1700, to probe more
deeply into the question of how the ‘Priangan System’ of coercing labour
through the mediation of the regional aristocracy was put in place. West
Java at the time could be characterized, following Michael Adas (1981), as
a ‘contest state’, in which intra-elite competition gave clients some room for
manoeuvre of the ‘avoidance protest’ type, but worked against horizontal
solidarity. Switching patrons was the first and most significant strategy at
the clients’ disposal. Somehow, VOC edicts and payoffs — furnished from
coffee revenues — installed a territorial grid that was sufficiently rigid
to capture clients, and hold them in place. Breman’s explanation for how
this came about is strangely unilateral: ‘clients were forced into servitude
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. . . because lords at different levels in the social hierarchy desired bonded
subjects. This started at the top with the regent and continued right down to
the subordination of farm servants by landowners. The principle of servitude
has its roots in the exercise of power through subordination’ (p. 41). We can
understand why superiors might want subordinates, but why would clients
comply?
The difficulty of subordinating clients and holding them in place was
surely increased by the spatial character of the Priangan as a forest frontier
— the kind of territory in which, following James Scott (2009), it should
have been possible for reluctant conscripts to head into the hills to pursue
‘escape agriculture’ in zones of autonomy relatively inaccessible to their
would-be lords. No doubt the challenges of escape were severe: life on the
run was harsh; the mountains were home to tigers and rhinos; and swidden
farms take at least a year to establish (the time to cut the forest, burn it, plant
and harvest). Despite the difficulties of escape, Breman indicates that flight
was indeed common, and VOC attempts to curtail it by means of vagrancy
laws were surely incomplete. Yet an undisputed fact remains: extraction was
effected over a sustained period, on a massive basis. How was this done?
Breman dismisses the cultural explanation furnished by VOC officials
and their successors: that the peasants of the Priangan were passive, easily
satisfied and accustomed to paying tribute. Breman is a harsh critic of the
self-serving tropes of colonial officials, which convey natives as ignorant
and lazy, and their overlords as pompous and corrupt. Yet he does not give
us alternative insights into culture in the Priangan. No doubt he was limited
by the colonial archive, and the extraordinary ignorance of colonial officials
who did not speak local languages and knew little or nothing about village
life. Could the archive be read differently, along or even against the grain
(Stoler, 2010), to reveal more about what peasants thought was going on?
Did they see the system of coerced coffee deliveries as a continuation of
an existing tribute system, or as something quite different, masquerading in
‘traditional’ garb? Breman offers a tantalizingly brief glimpse of a dissident
perspective that made its way into an official report of 1821. An inspector
Van Haak commented on ‘the frankness with which people approached
their chiefs’, casting doubt ‘not only on the listless subalternity that made
the Sundanese peasant grow coffee, but also on the idea that the regents were
able to force their subjects to accept an advanced state of servitude’ (p. 192).
Breman draws on two village-level studies from the 1850s to illustrate the
differentiation of village society, and the distinct tax obligations borne by
each strata. The front line of unfree labour was not between rural landholders
and the aristocracy: it was internal to the composite farm households (cacah),
which comprised on average 22 members, or four nuclear families (p. 240).
Landless members of these households (sharecroppers and farm servants)
bore the brunt of the tax and corvée obligations (pp. 304, 339). We do not
know the size of the landless population in the Priangan in the eighteenth
century, but by the 1860s, it was estimated at 30–50 per cent (pp. 251,
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278), higher than the rate for Java overall which was around 30 per cent
(Boomgaard, 2009; Breman, 1983; Knight, 1996: 121). Among the landless,
some were tied to composite households, while others were ‘free’ to roam and
sell their labour where they could. Interestingly, Breman suggests that cacah
households in the Priangan may have formed as a response to sedentarization
and VOC labour demands (pp. 40–2). Farmers needed to access more labour
than their immediate families could provide, and integrating unfree workers
into the household/enterprise structure was the only way they could meet the
huge tribute and corvée demands while also maintaining food production.
If cacah heads could not meet these obligations, they ‘freed’ themselves
by giving up their land and joining the ranks of the landless, perhaps as
subordinate members of other cacah households which were expanding
their grip on both labour and land.
Sadly, the cultural dynamics of recruitment to cacah households remain
opaque to us, sequestered in an apparently impenetrable ‘black box’. Hence
we do not know how coercion worked at the point of production, or what
mechanisms enabled the merciless intensification of labour extraction to
be managed and sustained there. Intra-household distribution of food is
also a mystery, and it becomes more so with the gradual shift towards
the concentration of coffee production in large and distant ‘gardens’ which
were imposed in the Priangan beginning early in the nineteenth century,
as suitable land close to the villages was filled up with wet rice fields or
coffee. These ‘gardens’ were more like industrial-style plantations with up to
200,000 coffee plants in mono-cropped blocks, in which thousands of unpaid
workers recruited from different villages laboured under strict supervision
(pp. 189–72) (see also Clarence-Smith, 1994: 253). Whole families had to
live for months at the gardens during harvest. Payment was made only after
the beans were delivered to distant warehouses, and even that was uncertain.
The spatial separation from the villages and the imposition of labour service
on women and children made it impossible to combine coffee work with food
production (pp. 169–72, 272–3, 352). So how did all these unpaid workers
eat? Were they fed from the food stores of the cacah to which they were
attached? What happened after the Somahan ruling, when the tribute was
levied on each nuclear household, including those with little or no land? No
doubt the level of suffering was extreme and, eventually, it caused the system
to collapse. That it endured for so long returns us again to the role of village
landholders in capturing labour and keeping it close: landless households
needed the permission and support of their cacah patrons to clear village land
to farm independently (p. 332). Lacking such permission, their only path to
independence was to take off to the hills beyond the village boundary, and
make do with a difficult life on the run.
One unique element of the Priangan system was the role of Islamic clerics,
who appeared to have been granted a key part ‘in imposing agrarian discipline
on the population’. Village priests were responsible for the supervision of
agriculture and irrigation, had a monopoly over the collection of zakat and
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fitrah (Islamic tithe) and also helped the native chiefs collect the cuke, the
share of the harvest destined for the chiefs (p. 112). They were thus an
integral part of the tribute system, and were rewarded with one tenth of the
peasants’ harvest. Breman recognizes that ‘nowhere on Java were [religious
officials] as richly endowed with earthly goods and enjoyed such a high
standing as in the Priangan’ (p. 295). Breman’s rejection of the idea of a
culture of ‘traditional servitude’ as the basis of the ‘success’ of the Priangan
system leads him to give short shrift to culture in any form. Hence he
misses the opportunity to consider the role of Islam within the system of
compulsory work. Might it help explain why the system continued for so
long, and successfully captured these potentially footloose peasants? More
consideration of this point would be especially interesting in light of later
development in the Priangan, a region in which Islam was more forcefully
politicized than in the rest of Java through the Sarekat Islam movement
(1910–20) and the Darul Islam rebellion (1949–63).

WHY WAS LABOUR COERCED?

Breman’s study focuses on unfree work, but he does not theorize this concept.
Read between the lines, the book offers rich resources for reflecting on why
unfree labour regimes are installed. As Marx (1986) observed, the antinomy
between free and unfree central to liberal thinking is too stark: workers
‘freed’ from access to the means of production are compelled to work for
others, who use coercion and incentives to persuade them to generate a
surplus that can be extracted. Free workers are a source of profit, but profits
are limited when workers are too free — able to move away, bargain up
wages, and mobilize collectively (Brass and Bernstein, 1992; Knight, 1989).
Farmers in possession of the means of production present a different puzzle.
If they can subsist on their own resources, it is difficult to extract a surplus
from them: they are the ‘lazy natives’ who refuse — reasonably enough
— to produce a surplus that someone else will promptly extract. Hence the
imposition of unfree work responds to the problems presented by freedom:
how to curb the bargaining power of landless workers and autonomous
farmers who attempt to sell their labour or products ‘freely’, for the best
price; and how to extract more work from farmers and labourers who have
concluded (correctly) that they will gain nothing from extra effort? With
these thoughts in mind, we can return to the Priangan.
Breman’s main explanation for the reliance on unfree labour in the Priangan is the very high rate of extraction it enabled. But curbing an existing
coffee market, and the enthusiastic uptake of the crop by ‘free’ peasants, was
also part of the picture. The numbers he quotes are striking. The VOC imposed its monopoly banning free trade in coffee in 1723 (pp. 58–65). Three
years later the VOC reduced the price paid to peasants by half, then by half
again, so it fell from 21 to 5 rijksdaalders per pikul (p. 65), and was reduced
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again by doubling the weight of a pikul (p. 77). Not surprisingly, peasants
reacted by destroying their coffee plants and from then on, their production
had to be coerced. There was a telling change in terminology. Market logics
were evacuated from the system, except — inconveniently — for the global
market price, which was outside Company control. Since all the coffee was
sold centrally on the Amsterdam exchange, the amount that was sent back to
the Indies was decided by Company officials and stockholders: it only had
to suffice to cover the commissions of the Company men, regents and other
members of the gentry who administered and enforced the system, and the
‘collection allowance’ the peasants received. There was no suggestion that
this ‘allowance’ was equivalent to a wage or producer’s share of the market
price and the transfer of coffee was not described as a sale, but rather as
tribute, or rent for the use of Company or state-owned land and coffee trees
(pp. 66–7, 72, 107, 115).
In addition to the use of coercion, it was the system of replacing the market
with internal company accounts that was passed on from the Priangan to the
Cultivation System in the rest of Java in 1830. As Albert Schrauwers (2001,
2011) shows, the designer of the Cultivation System Johannes van den Bosch
made calculated use of incentives not only to keep the production machine
running, but to ‘improve’ populations in the Netherlands and the Indies. He
recognized that these populations were insufficiently motivated by market
logics, for the reasons outlined above: knowing that any surplus would be
removed from them, they had little incentive to work. Hence van den Bosch’s
approach was to combine coercion with carefully calibrated incentives to
increase production and inculcate industry as a virtue willingly embraced.
The application of coercion and incentives applied to administrators as well:
they were under pressure to maximize production to fill the public purse,
and could be dismissed for failure.
The implementation of the Cultivation System varied significantly across
Java, depending on the crop, the terrain, and administrative calculations
concerning the incentive to be provided (Clarence-Smith, 1994: 246). This
is where the distinct treatment of the Priangan under the Cultivation System
really stands out. In that region, high levels of extraction could be achieved
even when the incentives were close to zero. This vein of reasoning was
conveyed by Governor General Baud in 1835 in response to a plea from the
Dutch Resident of the Priangan to increase payments to the peasantry who
had succeeded in increasing production, as demanded, but were desperately
impoverished as they received a return of only 5 cents per day for work
that took up to 225 days per year. Baud argued that increasing the incentive
would reduce the surplus the regime could extract, and it was unnecessary:
‘to pay fl. 7.50 voluntarily for something that can be acquired for fl. 2.92 is ill
advised from a financial perspective’ (p. 230). Breman notes the mercantile
logic of this remark, but it is also an administrative logic: if coffee from
the Priangan continued to flow, the incentive (combined, as always, with
coercion) must be sufficient. In the rest of Java, the incentive paid to farmers
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was 2–7 times the Priangan rate (pp. 221, 247, 271). The higher rate also
reflected the fact that in other parts of Java, ‘free’ coffee production took
place alongside the coerced system, influencing the incentive required to
make forced coffee flow. We can see the results in Pasuruan in 1867, where
independent producers responded to a price surge, and up to 10,000 free
labourers, including migrants from the lowlands, worked for wages in the
coffee harvest (Clarence-Smith, 1994: 248, 255). ‘Free’ workers in these
areas could earn 20–50 cents per day (p. 260). It turned out that ‘lazy
natives’ were both industrious and entrepreneurial, when set free to work on
their own terms.
The most telling table in Breman’s book is taken from the 1870 Coffee
Report (p. 271). It compares production of coffee in the Priangan with
Pasuruan from 1853 to 1864. In that period, the Priangan had three times the
number of households planting coffee, but the weight of coffee produced per
household and per tree was only a third of that achieved by Pasuruan farmers.
The incentive for coerced coffee in Pasuruan was set three times higher by
weight. The outcome was that household coffee incomes in Pasuruan were
nine times those in the Priangan. The table also reveals the different methods
of cultivation: by this time, 78 per cent of the coffee in the Priangan, but
only 13 per cent in Pasuruan, was planted in the much-hated, concentrated
‘gardens’. Most Pasuruan coffee was still grown close to the villages and in
the labour-saving ‘forest’ style: under the forest canopy, with little clearing
or weeding needed. Although Dutch officials expected the neat rows of
‘garden’ coffee to be more productive, often they were poorly sited and
some yielded nothing at all (pp. 172–3). The combination of agronomic
failure and popular refusal turned the ‘gardens’ into a disaster. Officials had
finally pushed the coffee system in general, and the Priangan peasants in
particular, to the point where more and more labour produced a negative
return for the workers, and diminishing returns for their taskmasters as well
(p. 306).
The private estate system that replaced coerced coffee in the Priangan in
the 1870s employed ‘free’ workers, with ambivalent results. Estate owners
were happy that free workers were in ample supply, due to the high rate of
landlessness in surrounding villages. These workers could be paid on a piece
rate, finding, as it were, their ‘market’ price. But planters were horrified by
the effect of too much freedom: ‘In the Priangan Regencies you will often
hear not a single complaint about anything, not even a murmur, and then the
permanent employees of an enterprise will suddenly up and leave, and not a
few at a time; in other words, all of the day-labourers will simply not turn up
for work. If you then instigate an inquiry, they will say that something came
up’ (p. 343). The planter response was to curb worker freedom by obliging
them to fulfil their contracts and, ultimately, by applying penal sanctions for
breach — the situation Breman exposed in his work on tobacco and rubber
plantations in colonial Sumatra (Breman, 1989). Workers were again unfree,
but the terms and mechanisms of their unfreedom had shifted.
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Comparing the Priangan system of unfree work on coffee with the regime
of ‘freedom’ that followed highlights the insufficiency of these terms. For
landless people, freedom is always constrained. For workers, the crucial
difference between regimes concerns the degree to which they are able
to retain control over some of the surplus. In the Priangan coffee system,
landless workers tied to cacah households controlled no part of the surplus
they produced. In the Priangan tea estates, the same people now working
‘freely’ apparently controlled enough of the surplus to enable them to take
off and not work for a period, and perhaps bargain up their wages. For
peasant smallholders, a similar calculus is in play: will they control enough
of the surplus to encourage them to produce more and invest, or will all of
it be removed from them, as was apparently the case in the Priangan?
In an intriguing assessment of the coffee Cultivation System, ClarenceSmith (1994) takes up the question of freedom from the perspective
of a counterfactual. Given ample evidence that the peasants of Java
(including the Priangan) eagerly adopted this global market crop when free
to do so, was the whole system of coercion unnecessary, wasteful, and inefficient from the perspective both of the producers and the colonial purse?
In British India, peasants were free to cultivate as they chose, and revenues
were generated from export taxes. Clarence-Smith attributes the longevity
of coerced cultivation to colonial inertia: it was a system the Dutch knew,
and it seemed to work. More specifically, as Breman suggests, the demonstration effect of the super-profits generated by forced labour in the Priangan
since VOC times dazzled the Dutch into extending the model, complete
with its lazy native rationale, and encouraged them to overlook inconvenient knowledge that indicated that the same objectives could be achieved
quite differently.

CONCLUSIONS

Since Breman argues that the resistance of Priangan peasants had been
continuous, the collapse in production reflected in the 1870 coffee report
was not due to a change of spirit among the people, but due to the greed and
ineptitude of a colonial administration that finally pressed both the people,
and the productive capacity of the land, too far. Breman recognizes that the
effects of forced coffee on the population of Java were diverse. Even in
the Priangan, some sectors of the population were enriched, while others
were deeply impoverished. Hence Breman’s third objective — to establish
‘what impact this brutal system of taxation had on the economy and society’
(p. 12) — cannot be answered in a generalizing way. Although he wants to
contradict scholars who have suggested that the Cultivation System brought
some benefits to the people of Java (pp. 351–3), his detailed findings about
horrendous levels of impoverishment only apply to the Priangan. An overall
assessment of the Cultivation System would require more painstaking studies
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of particular regions, each with their own history of coerced production.
Breman’s work on the Priangan conveys a stark picture of an especially
brutal extractive regime that filled colonial coffers, and was progressively
intensified over the period of a century until its unfree workers and coerced
peasants were pushed to the limit.
As we have shown, workers with different degrees and types of freedom and unfreedom were present in colonial times, as they continue to be
today: from the free but desperate ‘precariat’ now found in all corners of
the globe, to captive Rohingya labour on Thai fishing boats, to the migrant
and local workers (and tied smallholders) employed in the massive oil palm
plantations that are expanding in Indonesia and beyond, some degree of
unfreedom is always in play. Although he does not situate his work in this
way, we find that Breman’s focus on unfree work offers a fresh perspective
on what had become rather doctrinaire debates about modes of production and their articulations (feudal, capitalist, colonial, mercantile, tributary,
Asiatic) (Gordon, 2000; Hoadley, 1994; Knight, 1992; Tichelman, 1980;
van Zanden, 1993). Placed in a series with some of the more richly theorized comparative work on plantation systems (e.g. Daniel et al., 1992), it
invites us to consider the range of specific conditions, rationales and technologies through which labour can be captured, and surplus extracted. These
modes are diverse: not all unfree work is the same. We find in Breman’s
book — which seems to be about a world very different from the present —
rich material for further inquiry into unfree work globally, in its past, present
and emergent configurations.
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